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Referral Programs

Refer A Friend

Refer A Client

Club SPC

Club SPC Community

Monthly Promotion

Request Free Quote

Free Specialty Service
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Texas



Austin Area:

111 West Anderson Lane, Suite D204

Austin, TX 78752

Phone: 512-481-2998

2001 Medical Parkway Suite D3

San Marcos, TX 78666

Phone: 512-481-2998

San Antonio Area:

1141 N Loop 1604 E Ste 105-288

San Antonio, TX 78232

Phone: 210-864-5340

2001 Medical Parkway Suite D3

San Marcos, TX 78666

Phone: 210-864-5340

Dallas/Fort Worth Area:

5782 Park Vista Circle, Suite 404

Fort Worth, TX 76244

Phone: 817-601-1285

5751 Kroger Street, Suite 232

Fort Worth, TX 76244-5649

Phone: 817-601-1285

Houston Area:

11721 Spring Cypress Rd

Tomball, TX 77377

Phone: 281-666-2709






Georgia



Atlanta Area:

5055 Old Ellis Pt, Ste B1

Roswell, GA 30076

Phone: 678-403-6643

College Park Area:

2227 Godby Rd #205

Atlanta, GA 30349

Phone: 678-403-6643




Tennessee



Nashville Area:

301 South Perimeter Park Drive

Suite 100

Nashville, TN 37211

Phone: 615-288-5918


 






Hours



Monday–Friday: 8:00AM–7:00PM

Saturday: Closed

Sunday: Closed


866-505-2034
        
                        Google Rating                        
4.9


Based on 198 reviews
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Fred Harris Jr16:38 08 Apr 24

Sedrick did a great job. Professional and thorough.
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Bradshaw Paws13:24 08 Apr 24

We’ve been using them for 14 years and they are excellent.  Prompt courteous service and excellent results.  Highly recommend!
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Regenia Bowen15:06 06 Apr 24

Cedric was very kind and polite as well as very knowledgeable. I appreciate that. Kiddos Cedric
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Sanja Demir14:17 04 Apr 24
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LaDoria Green12:41 29 Mar 24

Excellent customer service from SPC and my technician Jr.
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Russell Noble19:56 26 Mar 24

Junior Smith is an exceptional asset to this company.  Best customer service, attention to detail, positive attitude I have seen in really long time!! Give this man a raise!
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John R Harvey15:42 22 Mar 24

I have used Sovereign Pest Control for several years.  My technician has been Michael, and he has always been very professional and courteous.  I would strongly recommend Sovereign Pest Control for anyone needing pest control service.
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Elizabeth Harris19:59 15 Mar 24

Very helpful. Took care of my issue and even cleared cobwebs! Thank you!
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Tricia Keefe21:50 13 Mar 24

We have been using Sovereign Pest Control for the last 16 years. The service is always great, but Junior Smith is exceptional. He is always super friendly and goes above and beyond!  He never forgets the little details and makes sure everything is taken care of before he leaves!
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Joanne Brooks17:59 12 Mar 24

Junior has been taking care of the pest control in my home since 2010. He is always friendly, on time, knowledgeable, and takes care of everything. I have relied on Junior and this company for years because of the excellent services they provide. I always feel like I get a great value for what they charge. Fair, upfront and dependable. I highly recommend them! Especially Junior!
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Kim Oawalt14:00 08 Mar 24
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Hari Raman03:03 07 Mar 24

I recently had the pleasure of using the services of Michael Constancio  from Sovereign Pest Control . I must say, I am thoroughly impressed with the exceptional job that was done. When Michael arrived at my home, he was punctual and well-prepared.He took the time to thoroughly inspect my property, identifying the pest issue and explaining the treatment plan in detail. It was clear that he was experienced and knew exactly what needed to be done. The actual treatment process was efficient yet thorough. He also took the time to answer all of my questions and provide tips on how to prevent future infestations.
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Melanie Bailey19:30 06 Mar 24

Virgil has been doing our inspections for the past 2 years - quick and effective, he’s been great to work with!
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Diane Kinsella13:17 28 Feb 24

Virgil was very thorough, very pleasant. We love you guys at sovereign. Thank you so much Virgil.
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Lauren Robinson14:25 27 Feb 24

Eric was kind, professional and exceeded my expectations. Since returning to Sovereign, my rodent and bug activity has decreased.
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Melanie Anderson15:26 23 Feb 24

I have been using this company for years and the service is top notch.  I especially enjoy when Junior Smith services my home.  He's so knowledgeable about insects and prevention. I've learned so much from him about how to keep my home bug free!
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Don Springer17:53 21 Feb 24

Sovereign is a great company to work with, from contracting services to customer service to the expert applications. Focusing on my recent inspection caused me to write this review. Michael is an expert in inspections, recommendations, explanations, and applications of pest control. He is knowledgeable and personable. I can't recommend him highly enough for his help and support in this important home owners task.
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Mary Elizabeth Stone15:41 21 Feb 24

Junior is the best!  He always takes wonderful care of us. He truly cares about the work he does and about our family. Grateful for his work with Sovereign Pest!
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Heather Tansy22:26 19 Feb 24

Junior Smith provided excellent service, as always. Not only is he good at his job (and knowledgeable), he's a breath of fresh air with his wonderful attitude. He is definitely able to represent his company very, very well!
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Bob Rose04:53 18 Feb 24

Emily, my technician was great! She was on-time, knowledgeable, and very efficient. She did a super job! I was very happy with my pest treatment.
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Tiffany Brown19:54 12 Feb 24

Junior was super helpful and very knowledgeable.
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Lauren Lewis20:21 09 Feb 24

We have been using Sovereign Pest Control for a number of years and have always  been happy with their service.  The last two times however we are more than happy.  Emily, the technician takes the extra care as if she were servicing her own home. Last time she was called in we had droppings I didnt recognize - she researched and found they were from beetles.  She told about the service she was about to do and the outcome when she was finished.  We called this time because we thought we had something in our attic (possum, racoon?)  It ends up she found it was mice and not only took care of that but surveyed our house and found possible entry ways the mice may have been using to get in and then took care of that.  She is thorough, informative, professional and a pleasure to work with. Thank you Emily and thank you Sovereign.
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lu guo19:32 08 Feb 24

Good service. Nice person.
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Jill Restrepo16:22 02 Feb 24

We have been customers for 5 years and Junior always does a great job. We have had no issues.
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Ajay Patel15:11 02 Feb 24

Junior always gives the best service and takes the time to explain things as he goes through coverage of the house.
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Kate Hendrick22:50 01 Feb 24

We’ve used sovereign pest control for many years now. They are great to work with and every tech we’ve had has been polite, respectful and helpful. The team is happy to answer any questions we have and will send a tech out as soon as they can to help keep pest at bay. If you’re looking for a pest controlCompany that does a great job, and the service actually works reach out to the today!
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Chelsi Glascoe21:02 01 Feb 24

I have been with sovereign for 3 years and service is always excellent. Virgil usually treats my home and is super informative and thorough in addressing my pest concerns! I’m grateful for both the expertise and professionalism because as a woman, I’m always on guard as to who I allow in my house for any reason. Thanks for your faithful service!
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Scott Saarlas19:27 01 Feb 24

Virgil did a great job of spraying, inspecting,  and reporting his findings.  Pest-free!
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Jessica Panaccione Parisi15:12 30 Jan 24

We have used Junior for years and are beyond happy with his service. Excellent customer service goes a long way and he is the absolute best. Very thorough, knowledgeable and always kind and pleasant.
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Julie C.16:57 29 Jan 24

I’ve been with Sovereign for 14  1/2 years and within a year year I had Junior as a technician and was so impressed with his professionalism and knowledge of pest. I feel good about a job well done when Junior finishes.
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Kenya Cobbs16:11 22 Jan 24

Junior Smith did an AAAMAZING JOB exterminating my new home! I am so happy and have back my confidence in my new place! Happy I found Sovereign PC!
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BD Reece12:00 20 Jan 24

Erik Thomas did a great job ! He was very thorough and was really nice to talk to. Sovereign Pest always exceeds expectations
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Scottie G314:50 19 Jan 24
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Audrey Ngaleu19:33 17 Jan 24

Virgil was great! Pleasant, prompt and knowledgeable. He took his time to listen to my concerns and did a full service. I've been a customer for more than 10 years and this is why. Great service and product. Thanks Sovereign and Virgil!
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Travis21:54 16 Jan 24

This is the best pest control service I’ve ever had! A+ service. You call they come—and no more bugs. The technicians are friendly and respectful of the property. Especially JR, he’s simply the best.
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Jennifer Speed17:06 16 Jan 24

Junior Smith provides EXCEPTIONAL customer service.
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Vanessa Tang17:03 11 Jan 24

Michael has been servicing our house for years and we couldn’t be happier with his service. He’s always on time and thorough. Definitely 100% recommend using them!
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Anita Salazar19:19 10 Jan 24
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Sanjay Mondal18:41 03 Jan 24
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Symreet Mann17:03 03 Jan 24

Michael had always provided wonderful service and advice. He always looks out for any potential bugs or gaps to ensure the property is bug free. He had always provided the recommendations for the service and that is what keeps us going with the service
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Celeste Turk16:00 03 Jan 24

Have had Sovereign Pest Control yearly inspection for many years. Never a problem. Honest, thorough inspection. Junior Smith was on time and is helpful giving inspection report details and specific signs of termite infestation. Also advised to call if any concern within the year and they will inspect at no charge. Only suggestion: may be helpful to have a confirmation of service sent via text day prior to inspection as a reminder of scheduled service. Thank you!
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Aliman Neal13:25 02 Jan 24

Sovereign Pest Control has been providing amazing service for several years now.  Junior Smith is always informative and easy to talk to.
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Thomas Hurley22:30 28 Dec 23

Junior is excellent!  We really appreciate his level of expertise!!!!
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King Springs Barbershop20:04 28 Dec 23

Juniors the best. we always request him.
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Ava Payne17:40 28 Dec 23

Our pest control technician Jr. is nothing less than the best pest control tech there is. He is absolutely second to no one. The service he has provided us for the past 15 plus years has been superior.  He's always on time, professional,  courteous and respectful. His work ethic is amazing, which is a rarity in customer service.
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Jake Campbell15:19 28 Dec 23

Junior Smith did a great job treating my house. Very friendly and efficient!
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Bobbi Outlaw-Crouch22:44 27 Dec 23

Jr is the best! Awesome service and very friendly. We love catching up on life when he stops by. He’s very detailed and I never have to call back in for a respray after he comes. He does stay booked, so you have to schedule an appointment in advance, which I have no problem doing!
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Sonji Terry22:04 26 Dec 23

Where do I start? Jr. have been spraying my house for about 12 years. He’s the best. He’s the reason I’m still with this company. He take his time and do a great job. He’s like a member of our family. Tell you what he’s doing and why. He answers any questions I may have with a smile. Thanks Jr. for a job well done. The Terry Family
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Pam Beach19:24 26 Dec 23

Junior is the best! He is the only tech I want because he is professional, knowledgeable and ALWAYS happy . He has been coming for years now and I always look forward to his visit.
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Neelam Varas16:40 26 Dec 23

Junior Smith, once again, did an amazing job! Very thorough and efficient.
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Notpmah Nosirrah00:40 23 Dec 23

If the inner urge at "Sovereign Pest Control" is to provide the customer with the highest quality of service that they can, then the mission continues to be accomplished through Jr's efforts.Throughout the over 15 years as customers, he still shows determination to push our work orders forward with the utmost diligence and holds true to his profession. Our gratitude is profound!
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J. Temples21:55 22 Dec 23

We have been using Sovereign Pest Control over 11 years.  Junior has been providing our service almost every time.  He is always pleasant and goes out of his way to do a great job.  It’s so nice to have kind and friendly people come to your house.  Also every time I’ve had to call main office everyone is so nice.  Great company.
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John Hoppa14:28 22 Dec 23

Junior always does a fantastic job.Thank you so much
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Barbara Schreiber20:34 21 Dec 23

Junior Smith has been taking care of my house for the last 8 years. I highly recommend asking for him because he knows what he's doing and has a great attitude. He also provides suggestions to tackle issues.
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Katie Hindman18:51 21 Dec 23

Junior has been servicing my house since 2010. He does a great job and - more importantly - is friendly and trustworthy.
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Robin Marx15:47 21 Dec 23

We have used Sovereign Pest control for over a decade. Everyone that comes to our house is knowledgeable and professional.  Junior has literally watched my kids grow up as he has worked with our family.  He even remembers their names.  He makes me smiles every time he comes.
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Levi Fults22:36 19 Dec 23

Best person servicen I have ever met go beyound and above to do the job thanks jr
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Sebrecia Colquitt21:44 19 Dec 23

I've been a loyal customer of Sovereign for more than a decade. Their professionalism, punctuality, and overall service have consistently exceeded my expectations. Jr, our dedicated technician, stands out with his top-notch qualities – friendly, professional, and exceptionally competent. His service feels like having a trusted family member taking care of our home. I am thoroughly satisfied with the experience.
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Keith Osborn18:02 19 Dec 23

Technician JR Smith consistently does an extraordinary job. Very attentive, listens to concerns and issues and takes the appropriate action to eliminate the pest problem. He always goes above and beyond by making sure the windows are free of spider and cobwebs. Employees like this,  give your company a good name.
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Candace Hull15:58 19 Dec 23

Junior is a kind and trustworthy technician, who always does a great job in our home. I routinely request him by name; he never disappoints.
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Vanesia Williams13:35 19 Dec 23

Junior is the best!! Does his job COMPLETELY and efficiently! SPC!!
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Linda Teeples00:12 19 Dec 23

The best employee you have I love having Jr come into my home. He nice and sweet.
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Barbara Smith16:34 18 Dec 23

Junior Smith did an excellent job As always. Always want him to come and service my home.
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Laurene Tringali19:08 16 Dec 23

Junior was great, absolutely fantastic! Put us at ease and answered all our questions and concerns. Even concerns about any future puppy we may get…What a great personality, we felt like we knew him for years…
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Mary Willingham15:03 14 Dec 23

Junior does excellent work. He always tells me what he is going to do before he does it. Always come into my home with a smile
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L J13:38 14 Dec 23

Junior is always professional and thorough with our treatments. Very friendly service and highly recommended!!
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Alisa Monfalcone23:01 13 Dec 23

We love Junior!  We request him every time, even if it means we have to wait for an appointment (and we usually do because lots of other customers love him, too).  He is friendly, knowledgeable, thorough, and helpful.  The phone customer service is also really good, but we remain with this company because of Junior.
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Diane K. Dunn20:50 13 Dec 23

As always, Junior showed up on time and did an excellent job!  He always explains what he's doing and asks if I  have questions.  I am ALWAYS pleased with his work/service.  Such an asset to your company!!!
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Cary Watson18:36 13 Dec 23

Michael does a great job servicing my house.  He has a great attitude and always very polite.  Excellent qualities for someone in the service industry.  Will recommend the service to others.
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Deisha Jenkins17:37 13 Dec 23

Jr. Smith was great so glad he came out.
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Cyndie21:59 12 Dec 23

Junior is the best!  My kids call him uncle junior.
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Cornelius Copeland18:02 12 Dec 23

Junior is the best. He is friendly, knowledgeable, and does a great job every time. I have been with these guys for years.  Also the prices are reasonable. That is the best 1-2 punch. I constantly get cold calls from other companies. I stop them before they even finish the sales pitch.
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Latanya White16:09 12 Dec 23

Can’t say enough about JR Smith, the representative, who came out and did a great job explaining my situation. He was very informational, genuine and gave me great tips on moving forward. Would recommend him to someone coming out for your pest and rodent experience at Sovereign pest control. Super!!!
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Sabor Latino13:44 12 Dec 23

Junior was great awesome job
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K Roberson21:47 11 Dec 23

I've been a customer for several years and Marion Smith, Jr has been my technician of choice. He always does a very professional job.
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Jessica Montalvo18:36 11 Dec 23

Emily was fabulous! Very punctual, thorough & friendly.  I would definitely recommend her services to all my friends & family.
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Dennis Money16:42 11 Dec 23

JR Smith is a very good technician he took his time and did the job right JR let me know what was going on I would let him come back to my house.
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Christina Heinhuis15:38 09 Dec 23

Junior is amazing. We know we won’t have any issues when he leaves!
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Kathy Maher16:38 08 Dec 23

We have used Sovereign for many years and cannot say enough about Junior! He’s the most amazing, courteous, kind hearted person! He is the only person we trust with taking care of our home.
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Chrissy Terry23:32 07 Dec 23

Jr. Smith was the technician that treated my house and he was awesome! He listened to the feedback I provided about the ants and he was  ery educational on how they enter the home and operate. He was very friendly and efficient. I'm very pleased with my service.
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Alexus Alafa23:20 07 Dec 23

Technician was amazing and very reassuring!! I have faith my pest problem will be gone because of her!!
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A'Darius Thomas Mcghee19:36 07 Dec 23

The technician JR is amazing, very Thera with everything. I like the way he takes his time and make sure my home is free of bugs. Thx Jr
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Annie Ray15:39 07 Dec 23

Always a WOW experience.  The best ever
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almichele wilson20:47 06 Dec 23

This review is long overdue. I have nothing but praise for Sovereign.  I've been a customer for 10+ years, served exclusively by Junior Smith. Mr. Smith has always provided expert service and a professional demeanor. I  look forward to a continued partnership with Sovereign!
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Eric Baker16:17 06 Dec 23

Jr is the man, the best rep a company could have. He is more than a tech, he’s a great human
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Phu Le15:12 06 Dec 23

Great service provided by Junior. He is personable and professional. He spent extra time to explain the work in details and very patient. Thank you!!!
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CamNewton 65432115:10 06 Dec 23

Junior Smith is the most wonderful person. We have dealt with him for many years. He is the only person that we trust to service our home!! Amazing employee
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Lisa Healy21:51 05 Dec 23

Junior is a professional who is also personable.  He takes great care of our home.  I feel comfortable having him in our house.  We rarely have any issues and haven’t considered shopping around for an alternative provider.  We are 23 year customers.
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Blake Hayes19:05 05 Dec 23

Sovereign Pest Control has always done a great job at a good price.  Vergil was very helpful today.
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Marcel Martin18:29 05 Dec 23

In today's  time when technicians are quick but not through, Sovereign Pest Control's Junior Smith came out explained and performed a through job.  He found where the ants were coming in my house and addressed it.  His personality, knowledge-base and hospitality is A+++.  He will be my technician from now on.Thanks Sovereign Pest Control
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Nathalie Gonzalez16:59 05 Dec 23

This past experience was great! Jr. Smith always does an amazing job with taking care of our home inside and out, great communication, and going the extra mile to ensure all of our needs are met. He is very polite, courteous, and very professional.
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Leonard Neely13:39 05 Dec 23

Junior Smith did a great job.  Took his time and got down the spider webs.  Will request them next time!  Thank you.
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Jazma W00:19 05 Dec 23

I had a wonderful experience with Junior Smith from Sovereign. He explained everything that he was going to do outside and inside. He was very knowledgeable and answered all of my questions!
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Teresa Wood21:32 04 Dec 23

Junior Smith was my technician today, and man he was great! He explained what he was doing, asked me questions, gave me pointers on pest control, and sprayed everywhere. He was so polite and kind too. I’m going to request him in the future for all my services. He deserves a raise!
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Bob Corcoran18:33 04 Dec 23

Junior did an excellent job. He’s been coming to our house for 16 years. Always professional and in a good mood.
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Jennifer Corcoran18:29 04 Dec 23

Jr. Is the best! He came out the same day this visit. He is always so friendly and does a great job. Thank you!
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eric goode16:38 04 Dec 23

Mr. Smith is the true epitome of GREAT Customer service.  Mr Smith has been a vital part of our family over the past several years. We highly recommend him for quality pets control treatments.
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Randi Burt13:20 04 Dec 23

JR Smith was a great tech and walked us through each step will definitely recommend to all family and friends
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Cami Jones15:24 30 Nov 23

Service is always timely, professional, and customer focused. Especially impressed by my technician, Kevin. Thank you!
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